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What is iSci?
• New – introduced September 2009
• Interdisciplinary, research-based science program
• Limited enrolment program targeted toward highly
motivated, high achieving students

• Small class sizes (max. 60/year)
• Collaborative, self-directed learning

Research Project as Focus

Mission to Mars
• Plan a manned/unmanned mission to
Mars

• Make design decisions about: rocket
design, propulsion, landing site

• Determine what you will research on
the planet

• Write report and present results

Role of the Library

• Home-base in library
• Librarian embedded into
program

• Students heavy users of ‘found’
information early on

Science Literacy Vision
“The iSci program will also intentionally teach
"literacy" in its broadest sense. This component
will be one of its most distinctive features,
unlike any other science undergraduate
program in Canada.”
“Steps towards fostering scientific literacy will
be embedded within the core components of
the iSci program.”
-iSci Design Document, 2007

Science Literacy Vision
• “Developing [writing] skills... frequently...”
•

“poster session”

• “...best use of research resources”
• “...assessing [information] quality”
• “...instilling... research ethics”
• “...collaboration with... library representatives”
-iSci Design Document, 2007

Science Literacy Model
Team Taught

Weekly 2hr class
(level I)

Assessed Component
(level I-IV)
project marks attached to
drafts and/or final
deliverables
non-project marks:
blog writing, participation

Outline of programming

• Regular scientific writing (blog)
• Project deliverables: presentations, posters, reports,
debate, book creation, etc.

• Classroom activities

Blogging

Blogging
• peer-commenting required
(participation)

• Feedback by TAs in comments
• One week for editing draft
version

• Assessed: best three posts
(students choice)

Project Deliverables

• High-stakes, collaborative project work
• Varies: Written Report + Presentation/Poster/Debate
• History of the Earth: book

Classroom Activities
• Usually involves pairing a short lecture with a longer
activity

• Often tied to deliverables
• Offer a variety of instructional methods, including:
discussions, clicker quizzes, peer feedback,
worksheets, lecture, etc.

• Revisit themes: communication, academic integrity,
writing, information literacy

Information Literacy
• Distinguishing btw. sources,
using databases, advanced
searching, RefWorks, citing

• Often just-in-time
• Might be a quick lesson or a full
activity, depending

Evaluating Sources
• Students worked in small groups, each at a computer.
• Each group given a URL to a website.
• Evaluated website and then reported to the class on
their verdict.

• Each website could be seen by the whole class.

Presentation skills
• Watch and critique videos of
presentations

• Collaborate on best practices
document

• Provide students with low
stakes practice

Poster design
• Send students out into the
campus to find posters. Get
them to photograph and
then come back to discuss.

• Offer guidelines on creation,
formatting, etc.

• Feedback on draft version

Future Planning
• End of year symposium
• Level Three project deliverables: podcasting, web
magazine, instruction

• Independent study project
• Tweaking Level One class

In Conclusion

